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Abstract: In recent years, innovation of technology and fast internet services make it possible to distribute the information and digital services to
the overall world in a simple and cost effective manner. The rapid growth in information technology and digital communication has become very
significant to protect the information transmission between sender and receiver. Steganography is the process of embedding original message
bits on some carrier file. The carrier file may be text file, image file, audio file or video file etc. If that carrier file is an image file, then that
technique is called Image steganography. If color image is used as a carrier file to embed data bits, then that type of steganographic technique is
called as color image steganography . Therefore, Steganography introduces a strong way to conceal information and to converse a secret data in
an appropriate multimedia carrier file, eg. Image, text, audio and video files. In this paper, an adaptive lossless data hiding technique is presented
which is capable of hiding some bits of large size audio wave file binary information into an image using 2 bit LSB method and the remaining
bits by generating decimal key vector.
Keywords: Steganography, color image steganography, multimedia carrier file, LSB method decimal key vector.

I. INTRODUCTION
Since the rapid growth of information technology and digital
communication has become very important to secure the
information transmission between sender and receiver [3],
Cryptography and Steganography are the two techniques
which are most commonly used to secure the information.
Cryptography was created as a technique for securing the
secrecy of communication and many methods were designed
to encrypt and decrypt data in order to uphold the secrecy of
the message. Unfortunately, sometimes it is not just enough
to keep the content of the message secret but also the
existence of the message [4]. The technique used to maintain
the secrecy about the existence of the message is called
Steganography. Data hiding techniques play very important
roles in the era of the rapid growth of the intensive transfer
of multimedia contents and secret communications. On the
other hand, Steganography is one of the most important
information hiding techniques. [7].
Steganography is the art and science of invisible
communication. This is accomplished through hiding
information in other information, thus hiding the existence
of the transmitted information. The word steganography is
derived from the Greek words “stegos” meaning “cover”
and “grafia” meaning “writing” defining it as “covered
writing”. In Image steganography the information is hidden
exclusively in images [5].
Image steganography can be implemented either on gray
scale images or on color images. The gray scale image uses
8 bits to represent a pixel element. The color image is a
combination of three planes Red, Green and Blue. In color
images, it requires 24 bits to represent each pixel [14]. Each
pixel requires 24 bits to represent red, green and blue
components with each of 8 bits. In a color image every pixel
value is composed of red, green and blue components and
each of which ranges a positive decimal value from 0 to 255.
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The source image file which we are using to hide the
information is called ‘cover image file’. After embedding
the secret information on the cover file, the image which is
generated for transmission is called ‘stego file’.
Steganographic techniques can be used in several areas like
military, commercial, anti-criminal and so on [6].
II. RELATED WORK
Steganography is a process of hiding data in other media to
transfer the secured information [1]. Most of the
steganographic algorithms are working on gray scale
images, but some unauthorized user may suspect some
useful information is going in gray scale image, because
now a day’s nobody is interested in sending gray scale
images as general images [8]. Actually many steganographic
techniques have been implemented either in color or gray
scale images, but in color images all the three planes RGB
have been used to stuff the bits. Hence in color image
steganography, by using LSB method 3bits/pixel can be
replaced with secret data.
The Image steganographic algorithms are divided into
spatial domain and Transform domain. In Spatial Domain
technique the bits in pixels of the carrier color image are
directly replaced by the original secret data bit. Whereas in
case of transform domain techniques, the pixels are
transformed into transform domain; those co-efficient values
are used to embed the secret data bits.
Many papers have been presented to hide the image data
into an audio file [9][10][11]. But there is less contribution
about embedding the audio information in image. By using
image steganographic techniques it is possible to hide the
audio binary information in pixel/plane binary information
of an image.
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III.

PROPOSED SYSTEM

A file with the .WAV or .WAVE file extension is a
Waveform Audio file. This is a standard audio format seen
mainly on Windows computers. WAV files are usually
uncompressed but compression is also supported [9]. WAV
is an extension of the bit stream format Resource
Interchange File Format (RIFF). WAV is similar to AIFF
and 8SVX files, both of which are more commonly seen on
Mac operating systems. By using MATLAB commands a
wave file can be converted into binary form [10]. The
‘wavread’ command loads a sound file specified by the
string wavfile, returning the sampled data in y. Amplitude
values are in the range [-1,+1] supports multi-channel data
in the following formats: 8-bit mu-law, 8-, 16-, and 32-bit
linear, and floating point [11]. By using ‘dec2bin’ with
‘typecast’ function the wave data converted into completely
binary form represented in matrix format of ‘n’ rows by 8
columns. But the size of the wave file binary form is too
large to fit / replace with the bits of an image.
In this proposed work, we applied an Image Steganography
technique that embeds the binary form information of audio
file into a color image. The color image is represented with
RGB planes combination for each and every pixel. A pixel
indicated with a total 24 bits, out of which 8 bits are used for
each and every plane [5]. The 8 bits of every pixel/plane can
have the decimal value ranging from 0 to 255 to represent
the respective color impression. By changing the LSB of
any pixel/plane, there is no much distortion in the image
quality. As the size of the audio wave file is too large, it is
not possible to hide the total data bits of wave file into
image file[11]. Hence in this proposed system, out of 8 bits
in each row of the matrix vector only the 4th bit and 8th bits
were placed at LSB 2 AND LSB 1 positions of each and
every pixel / plane. Initially all the Red Plane bits were used
to embed the data. Upon completion of all the red plane 2LSB’s, next the Green plane was chosen. Finally the Blue
plane is used to embed the data bits. Out of 8 bits only the
4th and 8th bits are embedded in pixel / planes of color
image. The remaining 1 to 3 bits and 5 to 7 of wave file
each row binary information bits, each 3 bits are separately
converted into decimal form and the values are stored in a
separate 2 column key vector.
After completion of embedding process, the ‘stego image’
and the key vector are transmitted to the destination end. At
receiver side, the sound wave bits are re-generated by
collecting the 1 to 3 and 5 to 7 bits from key vector as well
as 4th and 8th bits from the 2-LSB position of the color image
pixel / planes. The generated binary information converted
into wave data form; so that the same audio sent at sender
side can be heard at receiver side.
IV.

PROPOSED SYSTEM AT SENDER SIDE

Hence almost all the steganographic algorithms either
spatial domain or transform domain is using bit replacement
algorithms [4]. steganalysis techniques are used to find
whether the data bits are stuffed in the carrier image. These
Steganalysis techniques are mostly working on the statistical
characteristics of an image [1] [2]. Whenever there is partial
or slight change in the carrier image, those changes can be
detected by commercial steganalysis tools, even though it is
not identified by human naked eye. Most of the LSB based
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steganographic algorithms will be getting PSNR value
which is much more than 20 (i.e., if this value is greater than
20, human eye cannot detect the change in the stego image
comparing with cover image). Also, the LSB based and the
related steganographic techniques are simple, well known
and easier to identify it by the steganalyst.
In this proposed paper, at sender side, the ‘wavread’
command reads a gray scale or color image from the file
specified by the string FILENAME. The text string FMT
specifies the format of the file by its standard
file
extension. The return value A is an array containing the
image data. If the file contains a gray scale image, A is an
M-by-N array. If the file contains a true color image, A is an
M-by-N-by-3 array. By using ‘dec2bin’ with ‘typecast’
function the wave data converted into completely binary
form represented in matrix format of ‘n’ rows by 8 columns,
but the size of the wave file binary form is too large to fit /
replace with the bits of an image file. By changing the LSB
of any pixel/plane, there is no much distortion in the image
quality. As the size of the audio wave file is too large, it is
not possible to hide the total data bits of wave file into
image file [12]. Hence in this proposed system, out of 8
bits in each row of the matrix vector only the 4th bit and 8th
bits were placed at LSB 2 AND LSB 1 positions
respectively for each and every pixel / plane. Initially all the
Red Plane bits were used to embed the data. Upon
completion of all the red plane 2-LSB’s next the Green
plane was chosen. Upon completion of all the Green plane
bits, finally the Blue plane is used to embed the data bits.
Out of 8 bits only the 4th and 8th bits are embedded in pixel /
planes of color image. The remaining 1 to 3 bits and 5 to 7
bits are separately converted into decimal form and the
values are stored in a separate 2 column key vector i.e.
key(x,2). The first column of the key vector i.e. key(x, 1)
represented with the decimal equal value of the 1 to 3 bits of
the corresponding pixel / plane. The second column of the
key vector i.e. key(x, 2) represented with the decimal equal
value of the 5 to 7 bits of the corresponding pixel / plane.
Algorithm at Sender Side:1. Read the Wave file data in wave file format i.e.
wavdata(x, 2).
2. Convert the wavdata into binary format i.e. wavbin(x, 8).
3. Read the RGB pixel/plane binary values of Cover Image
file.
4. Place all the Wave file binary values into Cover Image
RGB vectors and Key vector k(x, 2).
a. Read each row (for x in 1 to all) binary 8 bits of
wavbin(x, i) for each i,(1 to 8).
b. Hide the 4th it and 8th bit of ‘wavbin’ into LSB 2 and
LSB 1 position of RGB key vectors.
c. Place the 1 to 3 bits and 5 to 7 bits of ‘wavbin’ into 1st
and 2nd columns of key vector i.e. key(x, 1) and key(x, 2)
in decimal value format.
5. Generate ‘Stego Image’ with modified RGB plane vector
values.
6. Transfer the Stego Image and Key vector values to
destination (Receiver).
7. Terminate the program.
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Fig 1: Proposed system at Sender Side.
V.

Fig 2: Proposed system at Receiver Side.

PROPOSED SYSTEM AT RECEIVER SIDE

In this proposed paper, at Receiver side, both the stego
image file and a two column key vector file were received.
It is algorithm at receiver side, which takes an active
participation in reconstructing the original wave file by
collecting the bits from both the stego image file and key
vector. It serially regenerates the 8 bits columns at each row
by collecting the 1 to 3 bits from 1st column of the key
vector, 4th bit from 2nd LSB of the stego image
corresponding pixel / plane, again 5 to7 bits from 2nd
column of the key vector and the last 8th bit from 1st LSB of
the stego image corresponding pixel / plane. It continuously
collects all the bits of the binary wave file and regenerates
the wave data. The generated wave data vector used to play
the audio information.
Algorithm at Receiver Side:1. Read the Stego Image and convert into RGB plane
vectors.
2. Read the values at n x 2 columns of the key vector.
3. Frame the binary values for the vector ( conwav ) for
generating new wave file :a. For each row (with 8 bits) generating of ‘conwav’ vector
b. Select first 3 bits from 1st column of key vector and
convert into binary i.e. dec2bin(key(x,1)).
c. Select the 4th bit from 2nd LSB of corresponding pixel /
plane.
d. Select the next 3 bits (5 to 7 bits) from 2nd column of key
vector and convert into binary dec2bin(key(x,2)).
e. Select the 8th bit from 1st LSB of corresponding pixel /
plane.
4. Reconstruct the total wave file binary vector (conbin(x,
8)).
5. Regenerate the new wavdata1(x, 2) file and play it with
wavplay(wavedata1, frequency).
6. Terminate the program.
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VI.

RESULTS

The following are the results produced while transmitting
six different wave files using six different cover images. In
all the examples out of 8 bits of a wave binary file row, 2
bits were embedded at 2 LSB positions of RGB pixel /
planes of the cover images and rest of the 6 bits were placed
in 2 column key vector by dividing 3 bits equivalent decimal
value in each column. At receiver end, again to reconstruct
the original wave file, the bits are recollected back from
stego image and key vectors. The following are the sample
wave files and cover images used in implementing image
steganography to embed audio waves in cover image file.

Table 1: Table showing the number bits embedded
in experiments
Expe Wave
Image
Number
Number of
ri- file used
file
of bits
bits stored
ment (.wav)
used
embedded
in key
Code
(.jpg)
in image
vector
(n X 2)
T1
trees
flower
23,35,968
70,07,904
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6

safety
silence
greener
y
bell
alupann
adi

lena
Lion
rocket

29,24,448
55,10,224
39,58,768

87,73,344
1,65,30,672
1,18,76,304

swan
flight

14,09,856
38,50,240

42,29,568
1,15,50,720
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Table 2: Table showing the MSE & PSNR values
for experiments
Exp
erimen
t
Cod
e
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6

RED
PLAN
E
MSE

GREE
N
PLAN
E
MSE

BLUE TOTA PSNR
PLAN
L
VALUE
E
IMAG
MSE E MSE

3.0681
3.0162
2.8577
2.9722
2.0156
2.9342

0.3398
1.1504
2.8633
2.5908
0
2.4734

0
0
1.7702
0
0
0

1.136
1.3889
2.4971
1.8543
0.6719
1.8025

59.6523
58.7794
56.2317
57.5241
61.9332
57.6472

N
u
m
O
f
p
i
x
e
l
Difference between Green plane of Cover & Stego Images
I

Fig 5: Histogram showing the variation in Green plane
while embedding the wave file (T3) at 2 LSB’s.

N
u
m
O
f

Fig 3: Sample picture used to hide the wave file (T3)

p
i
x
e
l
Difference between Blue plane of Cover & Stego Image

Fig 6: Histogram showing the variation in Blue plane
while embedding the wave file (T3) at 2 LSB’s.

W
a
v
e
f
i
l
e

Difference between Red plane of Cover & Stego Images

Fig 4: Histogram showing the variation in Red plane
while embedding the wave file (T3) at 2 LSB’s.

s
i
z
e

Difference between wave file send & generated

Fig 7: Histogram showing the variation between the
source wave file at Sender side and the
re-constructed wave file at Receiver side.
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VII. CONCLUSION
In our proposed system, we have constructed and sent the
Key vector with two columns consisting of 1 to 3 bits and 5
to 7 bits equivalent decimal values as well as a stego image
consisting of 4th bit and 8th bit of wave file at 2-LSB
positions. At receiver end by re-constructing the wave file
in binary form data, it is possible to play the audio without
any distortion. As the size of the wave file is very large, it is
not possible to embed the whole wave file data into any
image. Hence to maintain the security 4th and 8th positional
bits of wave file binary information was embedded at 2-LSB
positions of the RGB planes of the pixel/planes of the
picture. The remaining 1 to 3 bits and 5 to 7 bits of the wave
file binary data placed at two columns of the key vector by
converting each 3 bits into its equivalent decimal form. The
generated key vector and stego image file were transmitted
through channel from sender to receiver. At the Receiver
end, the key vectors and the Stego image file are used as
input for the proposed algorithm. The proposed algorithm at
receiver end recollects all the data bits represented by the
mapping vector and 2 LSB values of Stego file and makes
each 8 bits group. Each 8 bits group is useful in Reconstructing the original Wave file. In this proposed
algorithm, we are using a logic with which we can transfer a
wave file data bits without disturbing the quality of audio.
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